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Abbott-O-Rabbit Little League  
Local Rules and Bylaws 

Adopted by the AOR Board of Directors on March 20th, 2011.  Amended April 3rd& 14th 2011, April 
13th, 2012, May 4th & June 26th 2013.  

 
The Mission of Abbott-O-Rabbit Little League is to help young people develop positive character traits 
and values like sportsmanship, honesty, loyalty and respect while teaching them the skills and strategy of 
the games of baseball and softball.  AOR is committed to creating a culture in which coaches, parents, 
umpires, fans, and players work together to achieve this mission.  As outlined in our Code of Conduct 
form, which all participants are required to sign, we will not tolerate abusive or unsportsmanlike conduct 
at our facilities.   
 
This document highlights new Little League rules, clarifies difficult Little League rules, and outlines local 
AOR rules that supplement the Official Little League rules.  In any case of discrepancy, the Official Little 
League rules dictate.   
 
Note: AOR cannot be held responsible for cars driving within, or parked at AOR that may be damaged by 
baseballs.  AOR's main facility and the facilities at Harman and Girdwood all maintain a "Drive/Park at 
your own risk" policy. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Article I.   Administrative rules 

Section 1.01 Age Designations 
Players whose ages “fit” in more than one division should register for the division in which they wish to 
play.   In some divisions that have drafts (e.g. Majors Baseball), the player may not be placed in his/her 
chosen division and will then play in the next lower division (but may be "called up" later - see below).  If a 
player wishes to “play-up” into a division above their age group, that player must get a waiver from their 
Divisional VP. 
 
Tee Ball:    Ages 4-6 
Machine Pitch:   Ages 7,8 
Minors Baseball:  Ages 8-11  
Minors Softball:   Ages 9-11 
Majors Baseball/Softball: Ages 9-12* 
Juniors Softball:   Ages 13-15** 
Seniors Baseball:  Ages 13-16 
 
* 12s who wish to play Majors will be selected for Majors. 
** 15s require a waiver & cannot pitch.  

Section 1.02 Regulation Length Games 
See LL Rule 4.10.  A game is a “regulation” game if 4 innings (5 for Seniors) are completed.  A regulation 
game is 3 ½ innings if the home team is ahead (4 ½ for Seniors).  Games that go less than 1 full inning 
before being shortened (e.g. by weather) will be restarted from the beginning.  In Majors and above, AOR 
strives to resume games as per LL Rule 4.10 for a game that has not reached regulation due to weather 
or time limits. 

Section 1.03 Majors Call-up Rules 
The call-up procedures below are stated in terms of call-ups from minors to majors.  
 
All Minors players will be automatically added to a “pool” of players of each age group that majors 
managers can draw from.  8 year old players are not eligible for Majors play. Players can opt out of being 
called up.  Players in the pool may be “called up” in either of 2 ways: 

(a) Temporary call-up.  
In this case, a player is needed for one (1) Majors game only.  The Player Agent will “call up” a player 
from the oldest age pool via a randomly generated list of pool participants.  All pool participants in the 
oldest age pool will be called up once for a temporary assignment before any player is called up for a 2nd 
temporary assignment and before the second age pool is drawn upon.  So, it is likely a player will be 
called up temporarily only once and it is unlikely that, for example, a 9 year old will be called up for a 
majors game. Temporary call-ups may not pitch in the game they are called-up for and must play at least 
six (6) consecutive outs and have at least one (1) at bat. 

(b) Permanent call-up.   
In this case, a Majors team needs a permanent replacement player for any reason.  The same pools of 
players are used, but here the manager in need of a player will choose (make a pick) from the pool 
participants.  There will be no tryout and the player may be picked regardless of his/her age or position in 
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pools.  It is the responsibility of the manager to contact the VP of minors before the pick is made to 
ensure that the Minors team can afford to lose the chosen player.  If the Minors team cannot afford to lose 
the player permanently because it would make the number of players on the Minors team untenable in 
terms of fielding a full team, then the majors manager picks another player and so on.  A permanent call-
up cannot be stopped simply because it would decrease the minors team’s chance of winning.   A 
permanent call-up player shall be removed from the Minors roster and added to the Majors roster.  

Section 1.04 Equipment 

(a) All Divisions (see also specific Divisions) 
(i) Safety 

There are a variety of products that are commercially available that may help prevent injuries. These 
products are not mandated by Little League, but AOR wants you to be aware of them so that you can 
make your own informed decision whether or not to purchase them for your child. These include batting 
helmets with facemasks, mouth guards, and heart guards 

(ii) Composite Bat Moratorium -  
For the latest information on which composite bats are allowed by Little League, please visit the Little 
League website: http://www.littleleague.org. 

(iii) Catcher’s Helmet/Throat Protector -  
All catchers, regardless of helmet style, must wear a ‘dangling’ throat protector.  This is required, 
regardless of any particular style or construction of helmet.  Skull caps are not permitted. 

(b) Baseball 
(i) Seniors –  

All bats used in Seniors baseball must be no larger than 2 5/8 inches in diameter and no longer than 34 
inches in length.   
 
Players may use metal or non-metal cleats. 
 
Catchers may wear long-style or short-style chest protectors. 

(ii) Majors and below –  
All bats used in Majors and below must be no larger than 2 ¼ inches in diameter.   
 
All bats must have a BPF rating of no greater than 1.15 which must be clearly marked on the bat.   
 
Male catchers must wear long model chest protectors.  If the flap is detachable, or can be flipped up, the 
flap/extension must be down. Female catchers may wear short or long-style chest protectors. 
 

(iii) Machine Pitch Tee-Ball –  
Machine-pitch & Tee-Ball will use the soft-style baseball. 

(c) Softball 
(i) Bat  

The bat shall be marked as being for Little League Softball.  It shall be no larger than 2 ¼” in diameter 
and no longer than 33” (34” for Juniors). 
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(ii) Cleats 
Juniors Softball may wear metal or non-metal cleats, all other Softball Divisions must wear non-metal 
cleats. 

(iii) Chest Protectors 
Female catchers may wear short or long-style chest protectors. 

(iv) Catcher’s Mitt 
Catchers may wear any type of glove or mitt in softball.  It does not have to be a catcher’s mitt. 

(v) Helmets 
Helmets must be NOCSAE approved.  As a part of NOCSAE approval, helmets may not be modified in 
any way including any custom paint (other than done directly by the manufacturer). 

(vi) Ball 
The ball will be a 12” softball for Juniors and Majors.  It may be white or optic yellow.  The ball will be an 
11” softball for Minors and below.  It may be white or optic yellow. 
 
 

Section 1.05 Field clean-up 
If both teams are from AOR, the visiting team shall rake the field following each game, including the 
mound and batters’ boxes.  If the visiting team is not from AOR, then the home team shall rake the field.  
Both teams are expected to clean their own dugouts before leaving. 

Section 1.06 Field preparation and pre-game warm ups  
The home team shall prepare the field if both teams are from AOR.  If the home team is not from AOR, 
then the visiting AOR team shall prepare the field.  This includes chalking lines, raking, water (if required), 
etc.   

Section 1.07 Interleague Games 
All AOR ground rules are to be practiced in any interleague game played at AOR (not including All Stars – 
when Tournament rules apply) unless specifically agreed to by all participating leagues - not teams.   The 
visiting leagues should be encouraged to review this document on the AOR website before committing to 
play at AOR. 

Section 1.08 Minimum & fair playing time policies Softball & Baseball  
Failure to comply with minimum play rules may result in disciplinary action toward the manager (LL Reg. 
IV (i)). 

(a) Minors and below 
AOR strives for equal playing time.  Coaches are expected to provide equal playing time for each player, 
which should be based on innings-played.  For example, if a game is cut short by weather and Johnny 
didn’t get in the game, Johnny should start the next game.  All players should get the opportunity to play 
various positions throughout the season.  Exceptions may stem from attitude problems, unsportsmanlike 
conduct, attendance, or placing a player in a position that could cause harm to that player. 
 
In Tee Ball, each player shall play each inning of each game.  In Machine Pitch, no player may sit out on 
defense for more than one inning in a row. 
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(b) Majors and above 
A minimum playing time of 6 defensive outs & 1 at-bat is required (LL Reg. IV (i)).  AOR strongly 
encourages coaches to provide fair playing time for each player.  Note: We recognize that what is 
perceived to be “fair” time may differ between parents and coaches. When determining a player’s on-field 
time, coaches are expected to strike a balance among: developing players (both stronger & weaker 
players), providing fair playing time & appropriate positioning, discouraging poor attitudes & poor 
attendance, rewarding good attitudes & attendance, maintaining an acceptable level of play, protecting 
injured players, and, among others, keeping the game competitive and fun.  This is a difficult task and 
parents are asked to appreciate the challenge this poses to a coach.  If there is a conflict, parents should 
discuss with the coach or the player agent. 
 
For Seniors baseball, we strongly encourage coaches to avoid having 15 & 16 year olds dominate 
defensive positions.  We don’t want to keep them from playing high action positions (like pitcher, 
shortstop or catcher) but at the same time, we wish to develop younger players.  This is in line with the 
intent of the league (to develop players while allowing kids to participate.  So, we seek a balance here 
and recommend that 13 and 14 year olds get ample playing time at all positions and that 15 & 16 year 
olds are routinely rotated among positions.   

Section 1.09 Minimum number of players at game 

(a) Seniors Division Baseball team cannot field enough players 
The Seniors Baseball Division is entirely intra-AOR and sometimes, for a variety of reasons, teams have 
trouble fielding 9 players. The LL rulebook requires all games to include 9 players on each team but 
provides for flexibility on how to ensure that. AOR chooses to address this issue as follows.  All registered 
Seniors players are automatically part of a pool. Any player may opt out of the pool at any time. Since we 
have 6 teams and on any given game day 2 teams will be idle, those idle players are potentially available 
to play. We define 3 protocols for dealing with too few players and these may be followed by both teams 
in any game if both teams are short of players: 

(i) Manager has ample notice that his/her team will be short of players in their next game 
In this case, the manager will, as early as possible, inform the Player Agent that the team needs one or 
more replacement players for the game. The Player Agent will then draw randomly from the pool and 
inform the manager who was chosen. It is the manager’s responsibility to contact the potential temporary 
player’s family to see if the player is available. If the player is available, the manager shall inform the 
manager of the team on which the player is rostered and invite the player to participate. The maximum 
number of replacement players that can play in any game for each team is the minimum number of 
players that that team needs to reach a total of 9 players (e.g. if a team can field only 7 players, then no 
more than 2 replacement players can play for that team) but shall never exceed 4 replacement players.  
The replacement player(s) cannot pitch and shall wear their own uniforms. Once a player is chosen and 
plays as a replacement player, he/she shall be removed from the pool until the pool is empty.  The game 
shall be recorded as an official game. 

(ii) Manager learns that he/she is short of players only just before game-time 
In this case, the managers shall decide before the start of play to either a) immediately reschedule the 
game as per LL rule 4.16 or b) have one team loan the other enough players in order to play the game 
with at least 9 players on each team.  It should be decided before the game, by the managers, whether 
the game in case (b) shall be recorded as an official game or shall be an exhibition game with the official 
game rescheduled.  Because of scheduling complexities and All Star requirements, AOR encourages 
managers to choose option (b) and record the game as official.  We also suggest that the loaned player 
be neither the strongest nor the weakest player on the team in question.  If one team does not have 
enough players to loan the other team, the game shall be rescheduled as per LL rule 4.16.    
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(b) Minors or Majors Division Baseball team cannot field enough players  
The managers shall decide before the start of play to either a) immediately reschedule the game as per 
LL rule 4.16 or b) have one team loan the other enough players in order to play the game with at least 9 
players on each team.  It should be decided before the game, by the managers, whether the game in 
case (b) shall be recorded as an official game or shall be an exhibition game with the official game 
rescheduled.  Because of scheduling complexities and All Star requirements, AOR encourages managers 
to choose option (b) and record the game as official.  We also suggest that the loaned player be neither 
the strongest nor the weakest player on the team in question.  If one team does not have enough players 
to loan the other team, the game shall be rescheduled as per LL rule 4.16.   

Section 1.10 Pitch counts 
Little League has a strict pitch count policy.   
 
Maximum Pitches by a pitcher per day based on age: 

Age Maximum pitch number 
13-16 95 
11-12 85 
9-10 75 
7-8 50 
 
Players 14 and under must observe the following rest requirements: 

Number of pitches in one day Required wait period 
66 or more 4 calendar days 
51-65 3 calendar days 
36-50 2 calendar days 
21-35 1 calendar day 
20 or less  No days of rest required 
For those players over 14, please consult section VI of the rulebook. 
 
If a pitcher reaches a day(s) of rest threshold while facing a batter, the pitcher may continue to pitch until 
any one of the following conditions occurs: (1) That batter reaches base; (2) That better is retired; (3) The 
third out is made to complete the half inning. The pitcher will only be required to observe the calendar 
day(s) of rest for the threshold he/she reached during that at-bat provided the pitcher is removed before 
delivering a pitch to another batter. 
 
The visiting team is responsible for providing someone to track the pitch count for both teams.  This 
person maintains the official pitch count for the game and it is their count that is recorded for all pitchers 
in the game. The specific person conducting the counting is to be decided upon by the visiting team, but 
may be any volunteer, even someone from the home team.  The scorekeeper may be the same person 
as the pitch-counter, but this is to be avoided if possible. 

Section 1.11 Pitching eligibility in a continued game 
Pitching eligibility is based on individual pitcher-eligibility for the week within which the game is continued 
(resumed).  That is, if a player is otherwise eligible to pitch, they are eligible in the continuance, 
regardless of whether they were ineligible in the original game.  Exceptions:  any action that would have 
removed their eligibility to pitch in the remainder of that actual game, for example, a pitcher that was 
removed from the mound earlier in the game cannot return as a pitcher in the continued game.   
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Section 1.12 Pre-Game Activities 
Infield practice or “warm-ups” are a courtesy extended to both teams.  The visiting team should take 
infield first, leaving the home team at least 10 minutes before game time to take infield.  Umpires are to 
start games on time, regardless of whether teams have taken infield. 
 
All “team practices”, a practice scheduled independent of the game, must end no later than 1 hour before 
the start of a scheduled game on the same field.  There is absolutely no on-field “live” batting practice 
during team warm ups or any time within 1 hour before game time.  Soft toss into a webbed screen (but 
not against the backstops) is allowed during warm up time as is batting practice with wiffle balls.  The 
infield area should not be used in the hour preceding the game except for the final pre-game warm ups 
mentioned above.   

Section 1.13 Protest Committee 
The AOR Protest Committee consists of 3 people:  The Umpire in Chief (Chair), the President, and the 
Division’s Player Agent.  Protest protocol outlined in rule 4.19 will be followed.   

Section 1.14 Rain outs 
Before the scheduled game-time, the managers confer.  At this point, the managers can decided to delay, 
postpone, or play based on their opinions of the weather. Once a game commences, the decision 
becomes that of the umpires and only the umpires at the field can determine whether a game should be 
suspended from further play.  The umpires should consult with the team managers, but ultimately it is the 
umpires’ decision.  This is not eligible for protest. 

Section 1.15 Youth umpires, Scorekeeping & Reporting of scores 
No scores are kept in Tee Ball or Machine Pitch (except any Machine Pitch end of season Tournament).  
For other Divisions, the home team is responsible for providing an official scorekeeper.  This is the only 
official record of the game.  The specific person conducting the scorekeeping is to be decided upon by 
the home team, but may be any volunteer, including someone from the visiting team.   

(a) Majors and above   
If there are no adult umpires, the scorekeeper shall be designated the Game Coordinator (Rule 9.03(c)).  
If there is an issue at the game that the umpires cannot adjudicate, the Game Coordinator shall suspend 
the game and seek out an AOR board member, who will be on the grounds wearing an AOR Board 
Member jacket while games are active. The Board member will then assume authority and address the 
situation as appropriate.  
 
The Official Score shall be kept in the large format scorebook in the field’s score shack.  The scorekeeper 
need not sit in the score shack, but shall return the scorebook to the shack after the game.  At Harman, 
each field’s scorebook will be kept in the gear shed and at Girdwood it will be kept in a secure, 
accessible, onsite location.  The umpire shall sign the scorebook at the end of each game (this is 
intended to provide proof of eligibility for All Stars).   

(b) Minors and above   
The home team shall upload game scores to the AOR website.   
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Section 1.16 Team Selection Methods 
Majors conducts a draft.  For Minors and below, teams will be assembled just after registration closes and 
Seniors & Softball drafts are conducted separately.  We will place siblings who are in the same Division 
together on the same team unless directed otherwise by siblings’ parent or guardian.  
 
In some cases, we may conduct evaluations for multiple Divisions simultaneously.  Before the Player 
Placement event, a parent may choose the highest level a player can be considered for.  Once the player 
is drafted, they must stay at their selected level. 

(a) Majors Baseball & Majors Softball (supplemental draft) 
Players not who did not play in the Majors Division during the previous season are required to attend 
Majors Player Placement Event (PPE) if they wish to play majors in current season.  Players are judged 
on skills at the PPE and then drafted by managers according to Little League drafting procedure.  All 
registered 12 year olds wishing to play Majors will be selected for a majors team (LL Reg. IV (a)).  
Managers are responsible for contacting their presumed returning players. 

(b) Seniors Baseball & Juniors Softball (redraft) 
All players wishing to play Seniors baseball or Juniors Division softball are required to attend their Player 
Placement Event (PPE), even if they played in the division the previous year.  This is because AOR 
conducts a yearly re-draft at these levels to maintain parity in the division. 

(c) Minors Baseball, Minors Softball, Machine-Pitch, Tee Ball (team assignment) 
Players in these divisions will be assigned a team by the Division VP and Player Agent with the intent of 
achieving balance and convenience (i.e. we attempt to put school-mates on the same team to aid in 
carpooling).  Coach requests will be honored to the extent practical. 

Section 1.17 Time limits 

(a) All Divisions 
All games must stop at 10 pm when school is scheduled for the following day.  When school is out, or 
there is no school the next day, Little League rules state that no new inning can start after 10 pm (10:30 
for Seniors games; 9 pm for Tee Ball).  No new inning can start after 9 pm on school nights.  A new inning 
starts when the 3rd out of the previous inning is made. 

(b) Seniors BB, Juniors SB & Majors  
Games should be played to completion unless the curfew is reached (see above).  If however, a game is 
scheduled on the same field immediately following the game in question, the earlier game may need to be 
shortened.  The way to shorten a game in this circumstance is as follows:  no new inning shall start within 
½ hour before the scheduled start time of the following game.  In other words, the inning that is in 
progress ½ hour before the start time of the following game shall be declared the final inning and the 
inning shall be completed.  If the game has not reached regulation length, or if it ends in a tie, then the 
game shall be suspended as per LL rule 4.10.  If the game has reached regulation length and a team is 
leading upon completion of the declared final inning, then that team is recorded as the winner and the 
game is over. 
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(c) Minors 
No new top half of an inning in Minors may start after two hours since the start of play.  If, however, there 
is a game scheduled to start within 2½ hours of the start of the game on the same field, then no new 
inning may start after 1½ hours after the start of play.  An inning starts when the 3rd out of the previous 
inning is made or the 5th run of the prior inning is scored.  Any inning in progress at the 2 hour mark (or 1 
½ hr as above) shall be completed and shall be the final inning (unless the home team is ahead after the 
top half of that inning is completed, at which point the game is complete).  A Regular Season game 
ending in a tie due to the time limit will be recorded as a tie.  See Minors End of Season Tournament 
rules below, and see Regulation Length Games in Section 1.02 above. 

(d) Machine-Pitch 
Machine-Pitch games are restricted to 1½ hours of play.  No new inning may start after 1½ hours.  An 
inning starts when the 3rd out of the previous inning is made or the 5th run of an inning is scored. 

(e) Tee Ball 
Tee Ball games will consist of no more than 3 innings or 1½ hours of play, whichever comes first.  Each 
game shall be stopped after 1½ hours of play.  This may not always be attainable because coaches are 
encouraged to use the 1st half of their allotted “game-time” as practice time, with the 2 scheduled teams 
sharing the field.  The game can commence after about 45 minutes of this practice.  So, to be clear, the 
organized AOR event (game plus practice) shall not exceed 1½  hours.) 

Section 1.18 Umpires  
AOR strives to provide umpires for all Majors and higher games; For Minors and Machine Pitch, the home 
team will provide the home plate umpire and the visiting team will provide a field umpire.  
 

Article II.  Playing rules 
 
At all levels, sportsmanship is expected.  Teams should avoid “running up the score” or other 
unsportsmanlike play.  Please refer to your Code of Conduct for behaviors that are acceptable at AOR.  
Noted below are only some rules that have caused confusion, refer to the Little Rulebook for complete 
rules. 

Section 2.01 Softball 

(a) Juniors Softball 
(i) Dropped 3rd Strike 

A batter becomes a runner when the 3rd strike is not caught, providing (1) first base is unoccupied or (2) 
first base is occupied with two out.   

(ii) On Deck batters 
On deck batters are permitted in the on deck area. 

(b) Majors Softball 
(i) Dropped 3rd Strike 

A batter becomes a runner when the 3rd strike is not caught, providing (1) first base is unoccupied or (2) 
first base is occupied with two out.   
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(ii) On Deck batters 
On deck batters are not permitted.   

(c) Minors Softball 
(i) Continuous Batting 

Continuous batting is required in minors (each player on each team shall bat in order, regardless of 
whether or not they are currently playing in the field). 

(ii) 5-Run Rule 
There is a 5-run limit per inning for all innings, with the exception of the 6th inning in Regular Season play. 

(iii) Base Stealing 
Stealing is allowed in minors, under the conditions of rule 7.13.   

Section 2.02 Baseball 

(a) All Baseball Divisions 
(i) Sliding  

Any runner is out who does not slide or attempt to get around a fielder who has the ball and is waiting to 
make the tag, this includes home plate (LL Rule 7.08).   
 
In Majors and below, a runner may not slide head-first into any base while advancing, but may slide head-
first back to any base when retreating. 

(ii) Pitcher’s warm-up 
Between innings, pitchers have a maximum of 8 pitches or 1 minute, whichever comes first, to warm up. 

(b) Seniors Baseball 
(i) Dropped 3rd Strike 

A batter becomes a runner when the 3rd strike is not caught, providing (1) first base is unoccupied or (2) 
first base is occupied with two out.   

(ii) On Deck batters 
On deck batters are permitted in the on deck area. 

(c) Majors Baseball 
(i) Dropped 3rd Strike 

A batter becomes a runner when the 3rd strike is not caught, providing (1) first base is unoccupied or (2) 
first base is occupied with two out.   

(ii) On Deck batters 
On deck batters are not permitted.   

(iii) Stealing bases 
In Majors, any runner can advance until the time when the pitcher is on the rubber (as opposed to the dirt 
mound) and the catcher is in position to receive the ball. 

(iv) 5-Run Rule 
There is no 5-Run rule in Majors Baseball. 
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(d) Minors Baseball – Regular Season Rules 
The rules in this section apply to all games played at AOR facilities. 

(i) No advance when pitcher is on rubber with ball 
Once the pitcher has the ball and is standing on the pitching rubber, the runners cannot leave their base 
until the ball reaches the batter.  Note, for Majors, the runners can advance until the pitcher is on the 
rubber and the catcher is in position to receive the ball. 

(ii) 5-Run Rule 
After 5 runs are scored, the teams switch positions even if fewer than 3 outs have been recorded.  If 3 
outs are recorded before 5 runs are scored, then the inning is over. The 5-run rule is in effect for all 
innings except for the last inning and any extra innings. Since the last inning of the game may be the 4th, 
5th, or 6th inning depending on the pace of the game, managers shall mutually agree on the last inning 
that will be played in conjunction with Section 1.02 Regulation Game Length and Section 1.17 Time 
Limits. 

(iii) 10-Run rule 
If after (4) innings, (3 ½ innings if the home team is ahead), one team has a lead of 10 runs or more, the 
manager of the losing team shall concede the game. 

(iv) Continuous Batting Order 
Use of a continuous batting order is required in Minors (each player on each team shall bat in order, 
regardless of whether or not they are currently playing in the field).   

(v) 9- Batter Rule 
There is no 9-Batter maximum rule (see LL Rule 5.07, AOR opts for the 5-Run Rule). 

(vi) Pitchers 
Little League pitching rules apply.  In Minors no league age 12 year old may pitch. Stealing Home 
Stealing home is allowed. 

(e) Minors - End of Season Tournament Rules 
(i) Tied or Under Regulation Game at Time Limit 

If a minors End of Season Tournament game is tied or does not qualify as a regulation (4 inning) game 
when the 2 hour time limit is reached, then either: 
1) That game shall be suspended and resumed as provided by LL rule 4.11 (e) if there is a game 
scheduled immediately after the game in question on the same field.  Or,  
2) If there is no game scheduled immediately after the game in question on the same field then the game 
is to be played until there is a winner.  Each inning after the 2 hour time limit will be considered the “final” 
inning and after the completion of that inning a winner shall be declared or, if the game is tied, a 
subsequent “final” inning shall be played.  No inning prior to the 4th inning can be the “final” inning.  The 5 
run rule is in effect for all innings. 

(f) Machine-Pitch 
(i) Machine-pitch will use a mechanical pitching machine. 

AOR has determined that the wide variety of speeds and angles of pitches from coaches causes batters 
to struggle and that a consistent good pitch from a machine is better for the batter’s development as a 
hitter.  Also, the game is significantly slowed by constant switching between coaches pitching and the 
machine pitching.  Therefore, coaches are not to pitch to batters in this Division.  The team coach or 
manager will operate the machine.  If a batted ball strikes the machine, all runners, including the batter, 
will be advanced one base and the ball is declared “dead”. 
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(ii) 6- Pitch maximum 
Batters will get a maximum of 6 pitches, after which they will be declared out.  If the machine throws an 
unreasonable pitch, that pitch will not count against the batter’s maximum number of pitches. 

(iii) No Base Stealing  
There will be no base stealing in Machine Pitch.  Once the pitcher has the ball within an 8 foot radius from 
the pitching rubber (usually the dirt area), the runners cannot leave their base until the ball reaches the 
batter. 

(iv) Overthrows 
Machine-pitch will limit runners to a maximum of one extra base on an overthrown ball.  Over-aggressive 
base running is discouraged in Machine Pitch. 

(v) 5-Run rule 
After 5 runs are scored, the teams switch positions even if fewer than 3 outs have been recorded.  If three 
outs are recorded before 5 runs are scored, then the inning is over when the 3rd out is made.  This 5-run 
rule is in effect for all innings.   

(vi) Continuous batting in Machine Pitch 
Continuous batting through the order is required (each player on each team shall bat in order, regardless 
of whether or not they are currently playing in the field). 

(vii) 9-Batter Rule 
There is no 9-Batter maximum rule (see LL Rule 5.07, AOR opts for the 5-Run Rule). 

(viii) Coach in the Field 
The defense may have a coach (or coaches) in the field in addition to the machine operator.  There must 
be one adult in the dugout at all times. 

(ix) Defense 
Machine pitch may use 10 players on defense.  The 10th player must be clearly in the outfield.  No player 
may sit out on defense for more than one inning in a row.  All players should have the opportunity to play 
both in the infield and the outfield. 

(x) Player Rotation 
Coaches should rotate players such that each player has an opportunity to try each position during the 
season, if the player desires. 

(g) Tee Ball 
(i) Coach in the Field 

The defense may have a coach (or coaches) in the field.  There must be one adult in the dugout at all 
times. 

(ii) Continuous batting (The is no 5 run rule in Tee-Ball) 
Continuous batting through the order is required (each player on each team shall bat in order).  When all 
batters in the line-up have batted in a half inning, then the half inning shall be declared complete. 

(iii) Defense 
All players will play in the field defensively in each inning.  The defense will consist of a regular infield, 
with any extra players playing in the outfield.  

(iv) Strike Outs 
There are no strike outs in Tee Ball. 
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(v) Overthrows 
Runners are limited to advancing one base on an overthrown ball. 

(vi) Pitching 
Tee Ball batters must hit off a Tee.  Tee Ball Coaches are not permitted to pitch to Tee Ball hitters. 

(vii) Pre-game practice 
For each allotted game time, coaches from both teams are encouraged to use the first half of the time 
(about 45 minutes) for team practice and the second half of the time for the game.  This has proven to be 
the desirable method of running a Tee Ball session because it enables player development and keeps the 
players more focused during games. 
 
 

Article III. AOR All Star Manager and Team Selection Process 
In this section, the reasons for AOR’s process choices are highlighted in italics. 

Section 3.01 Selection of the AOR All Star Managers  

(a) All Star Committee 
Two All Star committees are to be formed by the President or Divisional VP as early in the season as 
possible to review applications for manager-selection; one committee for Baseball and one for Softball.  
For Baseball, this committee shall consist of either 3, 5 or 7 members and shall include, if possiblea, the 
President (chair), the Baseball Player Agent, The VP of Majors and the VP of Seniors.  For Softball, the 
committee shall include the Softball Player Agent, Softball VP(s), the President (chair), and ultimately 
consist of 3, 5, or 7 members.  Any current AOR manager or coach in any division is eligible to be on any 
of the All Star committees and the committees are to be approved by the Board of Directors.  The 
numbers stem from a desire to balance a general wish for oversight on manager-selection while not 
requiring a cumbersome number of members.  

(b) Applications/Eligibility 
Any interested manager or coach currently active in AOR may apply to manage an AOR All Star Team 
using the AOR All Star Manager Application Form.  Applications are to be received by the committee no 
later than the last day of May in any yearc.     
 
The requirements of a Manager are:  

• They are a current coach or manager in the AOR system in the Division they wish to manage 
(except for the 10-11 and 9-10 teams, which may be managed by Majors or  Minors coaches - 
see page T4 2010 LL Rulebook).   

• They commit to manage the team for the duration of the tournaments involved whether or not 
their child is selected to be part of the team. 

• They agree to choose the team that, in their opinion, is most likely to achieve successb.   

(c) Committee Vote/Recommendation 
The All Star committee confers and votes on the candidates with a majority vote being sufficient to move 
forwarda.  The committee should seek as experienced a manager as possible with a track record that 
demonstrates his/her ability to develop of a successfulb tournament team.  The Committee shall also 
choose an alternate in case the first choice cannot fulfill the task.  Note: if there is a manager change after 
the team has been chosen, then the original team shall be the All Star team, the alternate manager 
cannot alter the composition of the team. 
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The President, serving as chair of the All Star Committee, makes the recommendations to the Board of 
Directors during the first week of Junec. 

(d) Board Vote 
A quorum of the Board of Directors (at least 1/3 of the Board)a votes to approve or disapprove of the 
manager recommendation as soon as possible but no later than the end of the second week of Junec.  A 
majority of the quorum is required to approve.  This vote can be conducted electronically only if absolutely 
necessary.  The idea is to move as quickly as possible & follow the rules but not burden the system by 
requiring the entire board (some of whom may be uninterested) to vote or to require a unanimous 
decision. So, there may be lingering discontent, which we see as unavoidable. 

(e) Notification 
If the Board approves the recommendation, then the applicants are notified of their status in as timely a 
manner as possible.  If a majority of the Board disapproves of the recommendation, then another 
candidate is recommended by the committee, and so on. 

Section 3.02  Selection of the AOR All Star Team  

(a) Player Eligibility 
Any AOR player of appropriate age who has played in 60% of regular season AOR games is eligible for 
All Stars (LL rule).  Note, these must be regulation games as per Rule 4.10. 

(b) Tryouts   
The selected All Star Manager for each division conducts All Star tryouts according to his/her desired 
method and evaluates the players.  The manager may use criteria additional to a player’s performance at 
tryouts to evaluate players.  The Board of Directors typically decides upon the tryout date before the 
season starts.  Any eligible player is welcome to tryout and any spectators are welcome to attend.  If a 
player fails to report to tryouts AND does not inform the Player Agent in advance about the absence, then 
the player is ineligible to participate in All Stars (i.e. players may miss tryouts if they inform the PA 
beforehand).  It is highly encouraged that each player attends tryouts.   

(c) Managers’ Meeting 
After the All Star manager evaluates the players and before a list is passed to the Player Agent, the 
manager shall assemble no more than 1 coach/manager from as many regular season divisional teams 
as possible in order to get input from them.  The All Star manager does not need to reveal his/her list but 
may choose to.  There is no voting, the All Star Manager retains final authority, but holding this session is 
required. The AS manager almost always seeks input from other managers.  The disagreements are 
almost always about the threshold players.  These are also the most difficult picks for the AS manager 
and where other managers’ input can be very valuable.  This session provides an official forum to 
advocate for lesser-known players and it serves to protect the AS manager and AOR from discontent 
since the process is shared. 

(d) Player Agent Notification 
Each Divisional All Star manager proposes a list of those whom he/she deems qualified for the team to 
the Player Agent immediately following the managers’ meeting.  We thought that, although the manager 
can get input from anybody, it is appropriate to enable the manager to decide which players he/she feels 
are best for his/her team, coaching style etc., and not be burdened by outside pressures.  We also looked 
into the idea of player-voting.  We thought that this would usually work well at 11/12 All Stars and above 
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but not below and rather than write up separate rules (and have to tally votes etc), we decided to keep it 
simple.   

(e) Board of Directors Approval/Notification 
The Player Agent proposes the same list to the Board of Directors for majority approvala.  A quorum is 
necessary and a simple majority is required to approve (electronic vote is not permissible).  If the 
recommended team is approved, then a list of team members is posted on the AOR website as soon as 
possible.  If the Board disapproves of the recommended team, then it is up to the Board to determine the 
next steps that are appropriate in the given circumstances.  If a majority of the Board disapproves, it was 
thought that there must be a serious problem and it is very difficult to prescribe a process for how to deal 
with it without knowing the actual situation.  We consider this result to be unlikely.  We also considered 
that there could be significant “lobbying” by parents or others for/against certain players, so we 
recommend a strict quorum. 

(f) Coaching Staff Selection 
The manager selects his/her coaching staff after tryouts, which must be composed of current AOR 
coaches or managers in the appropriate divisions.  The proposed coaching staff is forwarded to the Board 
of Directors for approval with voting rules as in (3) above. The condition of selecting the coaches after the 
tryouts is to prevent conflicts of interest. 
___________ 
Footnotes to Article III.  
 
a - CONFLICT OF INTEREST.  If any member of the All Star Committee or Board of Directors is deemed 
by the Board of Directors to have a conflict of interest (e.g. member is a candidate for manager, is the 
relative of a candidate, etc), then the individual with the conflict shall not vote on these issues as a Board 
Member or a member of the All Star Committee.  The President will appoint a replacement in the case of 
the All Star Committee.  This bit is the result of a conversation with District Staff. 
 
b - GOALS.  The goals of the various All Star teams are not all the same.  The goals of the Seniors, 
Juniors and 11/12 majors teams are to develop players with the intent of winning their tournaments, 
whereas the goals of 9/10 and 10/11 divisions are to develop players.  One goal of the 9/10 teams is to 
establish a familiarity among the younger players so they may develop in later years as cohesive teams.  
In support of this, we do not seek to evenly divide the talent between the two 9/10s, but rather have an A 
Team and a B Team.  
 
c - TIMING. If the All Star Committee determines that timing is not achievable due to a lack of applicants 
or other reason, the committee can decide to amend the dates as necessary.  
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Amendments under consideration –  
Amendments under consideration for the AOR Ground Rules/Bylaws include suggestions for changes for 
the future that have not been reviewed by the board.  They are a way to capture issues as they arise and 
they provide a common place to store the issues/solutions.  In some cases they may be minor rule 
changes that are already agreed upon and in common use, but undocumented in the Ground 
Rules/Bylaws.  They are to be considered by the board for approval during the next vote on amendments 
to the Ground Rules/Bylaws.  
 
There are currently no Amendments under consideration 
 


